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Abstract—Structural healthmonitoring (SHM)systemsare implemented for structures (e.g., bridges, buildings) tomonitor their operations
and health status. Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are becoming an enabling technology for SHM applications that are more
prevalent andmore easily deployable than traditional wired networks.However, SHMbringsnewchallenges toWSNs: engineering-driven
optimal deployment, a large volume of data, sophisticated computing, and so forth. In this paper, we address two important challenges:
sensor deployment and decentralized computing. We propose a solution, to deploy wireless sensors at strategic locations to
achieve thebest estimatesof structural health (e.g., damage) by following thewidely usedwiredsensor systemdeployment approach from
civil/structural engineering. We found that faults (caused by communication errors, unstable connectivity, sensor faults, etc.) in such a
deployed WSN greatly affect the performance of SHM. To make the WSN resilient to the faults, we present an approach, called FTSHM

(fault-tolerance in SHM), to repair the WSN and guarantee a specified degree of fault tolerance. FTSHM searches the repairing points in
clusters in a distributed manner, and places a set of backup sensors at those points in such a way that still satisfies the engineering
requirements. FTSHM also includes an SHM algorithm suitable for decentralized computing in the energy-constrained WSN, with the
objective of guaranteeing that the WSN for SHM remains connected in the event of a fault, thus prolonging the WSN lifetime under
connectivity and data delivery constraints.We demonstrate the advantages of FTSHM through extensive simulations and real experimental
settings on a physical structure.

Index Terms—Wireless sensor networks, deployment, fault-tolerance, energy-efficiency, structural health monitoring

1 INTRODUCTION

THE new advances in sensor device technologies make
wireless sensor networks (WSNs) effective and economi-

cally-viable solutions for a wide variety of applications, such
as environmental monitoring, scientific exploration, and tar-
get tracking [1]–[4]. Civil structures, including bridges, build-
ings, tunnels, aircrafts, nuclear plants, among others, are
complex engineering systems that ensure society’s economic
and industrial prosperity [5]–[9]. Structural healthmonitoring
(SHM) systems are implemented for these structures tomoni-
tor their operations and health status. WSNs are becoming an
enabling technology for SHM that are more prevalent and
more easily deployable than currentwired systems. Examples
include the Golden gate bridge in the US [5], bridge monitor-
ing in India [7], and Guangzhou new TV tower (GNTVT) in
China [10].

The objectives of SHM are to determine health status (i.e.,
damage, which is a remarkable change around a sensor
location) of a structure, and provides both long-term moni-
toring and rapid analysis in response to unusual incidents,
e.g., earthquakes, load, etc. In practice, it is often difficult to
achieve these objectives in WSN-based SHM, due to require-
ments of SHM and severe limitations of WSNs [11], [12].

One of the fundamental requirements of SHM is sensor
location optimization. According to deployment methods
from civil/structural/mechanical engineering, wired sensors
are usually deployed at strategic locations to achieve the best
estimates of structural health status [11], [13]–[15]. These
methods do not support sensor deployment anytime or any-
where in the structure. They also require significant domain
knowledge along with SHM complexity. Generic random,
uniform, or grids-based WSN deployments may not be suit-
able for SHM. Bearing these in mind, we first focus on
deploying a set of wireless sensors (called primary sensors) in
a set of locations of a structure by using the most widely accepted
sensor location optimization method from the engineering do-
mains, EFI (EFfective Independence) [13], [16], [11].

Since generic WSN deployments are not bounded by the
engineering-like requirements, locations of sensor or relay
nodes can beplanned toprolongnetwork lifetime by ensuring
connectivity and reliable data delivery. In contrast, a notable
fact in SHM is that once a set of sensors are deployed (no
matter if is a few or many) and analysis of structural
physical properties [11] is carried out by a base station (BS),
data from each sensor location must be collected for SHM.
Thus, at first sight, wired networks seem a more reliable and
stable choice than WSNs. There are severe constraints in
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WSNs, such as error-less communication, fault tolerance,
energy, bandwidth, etc. There are more chances that the
deployed WSN for SHM is prone to faults (e.g., getting
separated into multiple components) for various reasons:
(1) physical structural modeling constraint; (2) irregular com-
munication or unstable connectivity; (3) sensors’ debonding
faults; (4) quick energy depletion of some sensors (they may
only be the points by which other sensors transmit data);
(5) there is irregular communication distance—transmitting
data from a sensor to another sensor, or the BS over large
structures is not reliable.

If any of the fault types occur inWSNs, twoproblems arise:
how to continue obtaining monitoring information and how to
guarantee sensor fault tolerance in SHM.Without these answers,
we areunable to knowat somemoment: is a structure going to
crash? The fault tolerance problem has been studied exten-
sively in diverse applications of WSNs by researchers in the
computer science (CS) community. This is ignored in the SHM
applications.

We consider the problem of detecting possible repairing
points (RPs) in the WSN. We present an approach, called
FTSHM (fault-tolerance in SHM), to repair the networkbefore it
starts operations, so as to guarantee a specified degree of
fault-tolerance. FTSHM searches the repairing points or loca-
tions in clusters, and places a set of backup sensors at those
points by satisfying engineering requirements. In fact,
searching the RPs is a prediction of future network failure
points (e.g., separable points, isolated points, and critical
middle points), which is a promising idea (to search such
points and tackle them in advance). To search highly possible
RPs, we think of this searching in a distributed manner: it
involves only local communication between neighbors in a
cluster, and limits searching to clusters (i.e., cluster by
cluster).

Another fundamental requirement of SHM is structural
damage identification. Existing SHM algorithms work on the
raw data of multiple sensors at a high frequency (X00 times
per second, ). Each sensor works actively for a
long period of time, say, from 10 minutes to hours, subjected
to severe constraints on radio bandwidth and energy usage.
Given these constraints, it is typically not possible to acquire
data continuously from all nodes in a global BS [5], [17], [18].
As a result, SHM applications strive to acquire the most
“interesting” data (e.g., when there is an event of an earth-
quake or of damage in a structure)whilewasting resources on
“uninteresting” data [19]. To prolong the WSN lifetime, the
energy cost of each sensor for monitoring must be carefully
considered. We present an energy-efficient SHM algorithm,
called Damage-Indicator. This runs on each sensor and then
provides a light-weighted indication of damage in a cluster in
a decentralized manner. If there is no indication found in the
cluster, the “uninteresting” data transmission toward the BS
can be reduced.

The major contribution of this paper is four-fold:
We formulate theproblemofplacing a small set of backup
sensors into a deployed WSN with primary sensors, and
design the FTSHM to address the problem,which is no easy
task, as it incorporates multi-domain knowledge.
To make the WSN resilient to the faults, we propose a
backup sensor placement (BSP) algorithm that includes
several sub-algorithms.

To make the resource-constrained WSN easier to use for
SHM,we propose an SHMalgorithm, Damage-Indicator,
showing how a traditional centralized SHM framework
can be transformed into a decentralized one.
We conduct a comprehensive evaluation of FTSHM. In
simulation studies, we use data sets collected from
the GNTVT system (a SHM project of Hong Kong
PolyU) [10]. In a real-world deployment, we utilize
integrated Imote2 sensors that run on TinyOS.
The effectiveness of FTSHM is compared with that of
existing approaches.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
discuss related work. Section 3 describes engineering-
driven deployment methods and their limitations. We pro-
vide systemmodels and formulate the problem in Section 4.
The proposed BSP algorithm is given in Section 5. Section 6
offers the proposed Damage-Indicator algorithm. Evalua-
tion via simulations and real deployments are described in
Sections 7 and 8, respectively. Finally, Section 9 concludes
this paper.

2 RELATED WORK

Indeed, WSNs are gradually becoming prevalent for SHM
applications, focusing on reliable collections of raw signals at
relatively high sampling rates, synchronization, and so on [3],
[6], [8], [12], [15], [18], [20], [21]. Interestingly, the problem of
sensor deployment for SHM is seldomconsidered, although it
is one of the fundamental requirements of SHM [11], [14].
Here, we only discuss the sensor deployment perspective.We
discuss the WSN-based SHM systems’ perspectives in
Appendix A of the supplemental material, which can be
found in the Computer Society Digital Library at https://
doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/TC.2014.195.

Various optimal sensor deployment methods from engi-
neering domains have been advanced for wired network
systems [11], [13], [14], [16], [20], [22]. Some WSN systems
aredeployedandverifiedwithan interest inknowingwhether
a WSN for SHM system can replicate the data collection
functionality of the original wired-based counterpart. Those
systems sometimes choose powerful sensors to accomplish
tasks that could have been achieved by more cost-effective
counterparts, through system optimization. They still have
difficulties in handling theWSNconstraints. They also are not
very concerned with the effects of sensor faults, transmission
faults, WSN separation, etc., on a deployed WSN on a
structure.

Based on the wired sensor deployment feasibility, a note-
worthywork onWSNdeployment, SPEM, is suggested and is
also verified on the GNTVT [11]. The main idea of SPEM is to
adjust the sensor locations of the structure, using an engineer-
ing method to better fit both engineering and CS require-
ments. However, we found that such adjustments (with a
reduction of location quality for sensor placement) may lead
to the loss of some optimal locations. This may be inappro-
priate for SHM. In addition, it is fully centralized andmay not
assure the quality of SHM, if a fault on a sensor (which is
placed at an optimal location) or on a packet transmission
occurs.Moreover, some sensorswork as relays formanyother
sensors to support data collection at the BS. They may fail
during operation.
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It can be seen that WSN deployment for monitoring a
structural event (e.g., damage, crack, etc.) is not as straight-
forward as in other applications. With the generic WSN
deployment methods, effective SHM may not be possible.
This is because the spatial information to describe the sensi-
tivity of an event is not sufficient at many locations, where
monitoring damage is due largely to structural location sen-
sitivity. For example, existing sensor deployment (for habitat
monitoring, target tracking, and so on) with grids, or at
intersection points [23]–[25],may not bemeaningful for SHM.
Optimaldeployment for -coverage [26] andadditional/relay
node deployment can be seen in [27]–[29]. The relay deploy-
ment (‘RELAY’ for short) [29] considers both uniform and
randomdistribution for data collection. The idea is to deploy a
set of sensors, which collect sensing data and another set of
sensors, to relay the data from the sensors in the first set to the
BS. They may not satisfy SHM requirements.

The proposed FTSHM attempts to overcome the limitations
above by combining engineering requirements, e.g., location
quality, mode shape analysis (see Definition 1), with CS
requirements, e.g., strong connectivity, low communication
cost, and fault tolerance. FTSHM justifies the impact of
WSN faults on SHM. Also, the algorithm in FTSHM,
Damage-Indicator, reduces the communication burden on
the resource-constrained WSN, resulting in a prolonged
lifetime.

3 ENGINEERING-DRIVEN DEPLOYMENT METHODS
AND THEIR LIMITATIONS

In this section, we begin with one of the important structural
properties needed for SHM: mode shape. Then, we describe
the engineering-drivenmethods and their limitations. Finally,
we highlight how many backup sensors can be deployed to
improve them.

3.1 Structural Mode Shapes

Definition 1 [ : Mode shape]. Each mechanical structure has a
number of specific vibration patterns at specific frequencies.
These vibration patterns are called mode shapes.

Definition 2 [Mode]. A pattern of vibration under ambient or
forced excitations, which is numbered according to the number of
half waves in the vibration.

Definition 3 [ReferenceMode Shape]. A reference mode shape
is a mode shape estimated by using a set of measured vibrations
when the structural health condition is normal or undamaged.
Reference global mode shapes are calculated by the BS, and
correspond to the centralized data acquisition and processing,
commonly used in the wired systems.
An essential problem in SHM is the sensor location optimi-

zation. This problem consists of an arrangement of a limited
number of sensors over the structure that guarantees the best
estimates of the structural properties, such as mode shapes.
Mode shapes and their derivatives have been proven to be
very sensitive in capturing structural dynamic changes. A
significant change in the mode shape implies possible dam-
age. By comparing changes, and by identifying the sensor
location where the maximum changes occur, we can obtain
possible damage-sensitive locations

Using (1), we estimate the th mode shape, denoted by
of a structure, captured by ambient vibration frequencies [12].
A sensor can capture the frequencies. For example, we deploy
a total of sensors on a structure and extract a total of mode
shapes, where is the th vibration
pattern of the structure. is the th mode
shape value, defined at the th sensor. For example, Fig. 1
exhibits the first three mode shapes of the structure, extracted
from the measurements of 22 deployed sensors. has an
element corresponding to each sensor.

3.2 Sensor Deployment Procedure
There are several optimal sensor deployment methods avail-
able in engineering domains, e.g., effective independence
(EFI), EFI driving-point residue (EFI-DPR), kinetic energy
method (KEM), and so on [13], [14].We use EFI for our sensor
placement, which is a widely accepted method from the
domains. EFI uses mode shape and noise measurement, and
then provides the Fisher information matrix (FIM) determi-
nant,which helps calculate EFI values. The value is referred to
as the placement quality indicator. The larger the value, the
better the placement. An iterative algorithm is used [14] to
evaluate the candidate locationof each th sensor basedonEFI
values, where each value corresponds to a candidate location.
Suppose that there are candidate locations in a structure.
is arbitrarily large.All locations are sortedby respectiveEFI
values.A sensor locationwith the smallest value is eliminated.
The iteration continues until the deployment of given sensors
is done.

3.3 Limitations with These Deployment Methods
The methods, EFI or others, are mainly used for wired net-
work systems. Such systems are not usually prone to faults,
even though in many cases, there is no need to tackle faults.
However, there are more chances for a WSN deployed
through such a method to be prone to faults, due to various
reasons:

Structural modeling constraint: Wireless sensor deploy-
ment at some strategic locations provide the best moni-
toring results, but the results may not reach the BS
efficiently. This is due to the physical structural modeling
[20]. In a real-world SHM, such locations may be inacces-
sible in some cases: (i) due to the proximity to the bearing
load zone (e.g., in a bridge structure) or environmental
effect (e.g., heavy wind); (ii) irregular sensing field,
e.g., not a square or circle-shape on structures, like a
bridge, building, etc.

Fig. 1. Mode shapes of the LSK building structure: (a) original mode;
(b) mode 1; (c) mode 2; (d) mode 3.
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Some sensors often have irregular communication or
unstable connectivity with others, due to reasons such
as the location not being suitable for wireless sensor node
communication, the environmental interference being
very high, etc.
Some sensors may show debonding faults, mechanical
degradation, etc.
Sensor failure is expected to be quite common, due to the
typically-limited energy budget. There are some sensors
that deplete their energy more quickly than others, be-
cause of huge transmission. Also, they may be the points
by which many other sensors transmit data. Failure of
such a sensor reduces the number of multi-hop paths in
the network. Such failures can cause a subset of nodes
(those that have not failed) to become disconnected from
the rest of the network.
Irregular communication distance: Imagine that we are
given a large civil structure for monitoring, e.g., the
GNTVT, or Ting Kao bridge [9]. Having large communi-
cation distances between two sensors, and between
sensors and the BS, is a key difficulty for data
transmission.

3.4 The Number of Sensors to Be Deployed
A question may arise: how many backup sensors do we need to
place after deployment of (primary) sensors? Suppose that
we are given a limited number of sensors ( ) for deployment,
and are required to fulfill two conditions. First, sensors should
be deployed at optimal locations, since SHM applications do
not support deploying sensors anywhere. Second, we should
guarantee a specifieddegree of fault tolerance before theWSN
formally starts operations.

Therefore, we plan to place a small number of backup
sensors so that we can repair possible failure points in aWSN
in advance. Let and be the number of primary and
backup sensors, respectively. Both and are due to the
SHM user’s plan. We then consider that our FTSHM approach
could be one of two versions: 1) > , i.e., we
can separate a number of sensors as backup sensors from the
given sensors; 2) < , i.e., we are given two
separate sets of sensors. In this case, a large number of sensors
may bring extra burden on the WSN, besides degrading the
quality of monitoring. This situation will be more serious if it
is a centralized/global SHM system. In FTSHM, we address the
first version, i.e., after deployment of sensors. is placed in
a subset of near-optimal remaining/unused locations around
the repairing points.

4 PROBLEM FORMULATION AND MODELS

Consider that a set of primary sensors, and a set of
backup or redundant sensors, are to be deployed for SHM. A
structure has a set of feasible locations for sensor
placement. Consider that primary sensors are deployed on

by finding candidate locations out of , using EFI values [11].
After deployment, sensors can be connected through clus-
ters in a single to multi-hop WSN. The location of the BS is
predetermined, and suitably located, but may be far away
from the sensing structure. For simplicity, we assume that the
deployed WSN with primary sensors,

, is prone to faults and is weakly connected

(i.e., -connected, ), where sensor is placed at . It is
highly possible that the network connectivity is unstable in
the structural environment. It is crucial in SHM, once a set of
sensors are deployed, that data must be collected from each
optimal location for SHM. Thus, data delivery must be
fault-tolerant in the WSN. Therefore, our original problem is
to place a set of backup sensors to achieve a fault-tolerant
WSN.

4.1 Communication Model
To compute the energy consumption denoted by , we use a
well-accepted transmission model [30]. This assumes that the
power per bit for transmission over a wireless link is a
function of the distance ( ) between a transmitter ( ) and
a receiver ( ). A similar power model has been widely
adopted to study various theoretical aspects of WSNs [31],
[32]. If the distance is , the required power is given by

where is the path-loss exponent (usually, ). Also,
we consider each sensor as having a maximum and a
minimumpower level ( ), atwhich it can transmit.We put
a limit on (the maximum or long transmission radius),

. Thus

where . Basically, is used by a cluster head
(CH) (will be described later) in FTSHM; otherwise, a sensor
uses (the minimum or short transmission radius). We
adopt these two types, because frequent longer radius or
direct communication in the WSN unnecessarily drains the
batteries of sensors, eventually resulting in a fault in the
packet transmission, or a sensor failure. We have to ensure
that sensor deployment for SHM is reliable in data transmis-
sion, and the amount of unnecessary retransmission is mini-
mum. Similarly, communication cost depends on both the
sensor deployment (which determines locations of sensors)
and the transmission strategy (which determines how the
sensors are connected and transmit data).

Besides the power required for communication between
adjacent sensors, a communicationmetric of importance is the
quality of a wireless link. We estimate an acceptable link
quality, denoted by , using an existing link model
(see Appendix B of the supplemental material for more de-
tails). confirms having the sensor placement at
communication-efficient locations.

4.2 Data Delivery
We use a simple, but energy-related cost function for data
delivery to study the interplay between sensor deployment
for SHManddata transmission. The total cost of data delivery
(sensors are rooted at CHs, all CHs are rooted at the BS)
denoted by , is given as
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where is the amount ( [bit]) of data transmitted by the
th sensor, and is the per-bit transmission cost from
any sensor to its CH or sink. is due to the amount of
[bit] for .

4.3 Network Lifetime
Consider that the energy consumption is for taking
measurements, and for computation of the final mode
shape or damage indication on each th sensor. Then, the total
energy consumption of each sensor for a round of monitor-
ing is given by

Let , which is the maximum total energy

consumption on the th sensor. Let be the residual energy
on the th sensor. We define the system lifetime to be the
total rounds of monitoring before any battery runs out of
energy [31]

4.4 Problem Definition
Theproblem is toplace a set of backup sensors into aWSN
with primary sensors by optimally finding locations out of
( ) remaining locations such that: (i) theWSN is guaran-
teed to be fault-tolerant to the presence of up to sensor
faults and data packet-losses, and (ii) is prolonged under
constraints (3), (4), , and -connectivity.

5 BSP: BACKUP SENSOR PLACEMENT

In this section, we first briefly describe an SHM application-
specific clustering. Then, we propose our BSP algorithm,
including several sub-algorithms.

5.1 Clustering
In FTSHM, we detect possible repairing (failure) points in the
WSN, and repair them by placing backup sensors through
clusters. We improve an existing clustering approach sug-
gested in [12] for SHM, called C-SHM, which is specifically
designed for SHM application. It obtains dynamic vibration
characteristics of each cluster area, and then carries out
structural modal analysis (e.g., mode shape). It proves that
the clustering for WSN-based SHM should meet some extra
requirements for modal analysts.

In the SHM perspective, although C-SHM is distributed
and shown to outperform centralized approaches, it carries
out excessive modal analysis at the cluster level. In the WSN
perspective, C-SHM is resource-consuming, where a CH
needs a lot of computation, delay, and transmission, due to
suchmodal analysis. When we deploy a homogeneousWSN,
such aCHmay be the bottleneck, andmay fail before a period
of monitoring is over. We overcome these drawbacks. Sec-
tion 5 further elaborates on these.

5.1.1 Cluster as a Subgraph
We consider each cluster as a subgraph of the WSN

(where is a set of deployed sensors and is
the set of edges) as to detect repairing points (RPs) on the

deployed WSN, since each cluster with the primary sensors
may be fault-prone or weakly connected ( ). Some sen-
sors may not become parts of the cluster. After clustering, our
objective is to detect the RPs in the WSN, and provide fault
tolerance for the RPs and for the data packet-loss in each
cluster. The level of fault tolerance is the failure of up to
sensors, which means to achieve a -connected cluster. The
sensor fault tolerance has to be achieved by all independent
CHs and sensors (i.e., cluster members).

5.2 Backup Sensor Placement at Repairing Points
In this section, we present the BSP algorithm for FTSHM. Let
denote the number of sensors in a cluster, and a primary
sensor denote a ‘sensor’ hereafter.

Algorithm 1 BSP - Backup Sensor Placement

input: ,

output: Placement of a set of backup sensors

Step 1: for each do:

call BSP1 //Find separable points and
place backup sensors

call BSP2 //Find critical middle
points and place backup sensors

call BSP3 //Find isolated
points and place backup sensors

//remaining backup
sensors

Step 2: if > then//still available backup sensors

for each do:

for each location do:

if there is no backup sensor placed at then
//primary sensor location

if then //at least a backup sensor
place a backup sensor at

Step 3: Establish Connectivity
call -Connectivity-Recovery ( )

The placement of backup sensors is performed through
each cluster. BSP algorithm is relatively simple: finding loca-
tions to place the backup sensors, and improving unstable or
weak -connected clusters into strongly -connected clusters.
First, BSP algorithm detects all of the repairing (or failure)
points (RPs) step by step. The possible RPs are separable
points, critical middle points, and isolated points in theWSN.
Then, the algorithm places backup sensors until all RPs are
found, or all backup sensors are placed through three sub-
algorithms, namely, BSP1, BSP2, and BSP3. All three algo-
rithms call another algorithm, Search-and-Place, for finding
locations around each RP. We will subsequently describe
BSP1, BSP2, and BSP3.

In the BSP algorithm (see Algorithm 1), there is a set of
backup sensors, is adegree of connectivity, andall clusters of
the network are inputs. The output is the placement of
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backup sensors, and a strongly -connected network. The BSP
algorithm has three steps. In Step 1, BSP algorithm first calls
the three sub-algorithms (i.e., BSP1, BSP2, BSP3) that are used
to detect RPs. Each of them calls an algorithm for placing
backup sensors at the RPs. When running any of the three
algorithms, if there is noRP in any cluster, the algorithm stops
searching and goes to the next algorithm. When the three
algorithms are executed, Step 2 continues. When Step 2 is
over, BSP algorithm goes to the next cluster. When placement
of all of the given backup sensors is over, the BSP algorithm
terminates. Let , , and be the number of
backup sensors to be placed during the BSP1, BSP2, and BSP3
algorithms’ runtimes, respectively,where

.
We consider Step 2 as an option. If there are still some

backup sensors available to be placed, i.e., > , we can
place them or save them. We think that the WSN can be
sufficiently connected after placement of the backup sensors.
However, there may remain some backup sensors to be
placed, since the total number of RPs can be less or more
than . If is less than the number of RPs (after placing the
backup sensors), we discard finding RPs. Step 2 checks
whether there are still backup sensors available or not.

If an SHM user does not wish to place more backup
sensors, Step 2 can be skipped. However, we did not skip
Step 2 in our evaluation. We think that the same physical
sensor can feed into two or more sensors, depending on the
availability of backup sensors. Step 2 checks all the sensor
locations through each cluster one by one, and counts how
many backup sensors are placed at each location. If a location
is still with only one sensor (i.e., no backup sensor is placed
yet), a backup sensor is placed at the location. If two sensors
are already placed at a location, including one backup sensor,
we skip the location. The placement continues until all the
backup sensors are placed, i.e., .

-Connectivity Maintenance: In Step 3, BSP algorithm calls a
connectivity maintenance algorithm, -Connectivity-Recovery,
which starts with a cluster (all the clusters are static, but the
number of sensors may change due to sensor faults). The
purpose of this algorithm is to improve connectivity of the
WSN in an event of sensor failure, or connectivity degrada-
tion. If all the connections belonging to a failed (or removed)
sensor fail, we still require the improvement of the current
connectivity to -connectivity. The value of can be fixed,
such as . For the case of , the minimum weight
-connected cluster is known to be NP-hard. Related
-connectivity algorithms and theorems can be found in the

literature [27], [28].

5.2.1 BSP1: Finding Separable Points as RPs
Suppose that a cluster is weakly -connected, or sensor
connectivity in a cluster area is unstable. There is one most-
likely asked question: is a cluster separable? This means, are
there one or more separable points in a cluster. A separable
point or sensor of a cluster is an RP, that is, the only connecting
point of several other sensors, which is critical to communication,
and whose removal results in a disconnected cluster (see the half-
black ordashed line in Fig. 2). In otherwords, a sensor is said
to be a separable sensorwhen (i) is in every path from a sensor
to a sensor , or (ii) itself is a separable point. In this case, we

allow to set or , e.g., . Indeed, sensor failure is
expected to be quite commondue to energy depletion. Failure
of one or more sensors reduces the number of multi-hop
paths, and also can cause a cluster—which has actually not
failed—to become separated from the rest.

Algorithm 2 BSP1–Find Separable Points

Step 1: Find separable points , Given

• generate a spanning tree in

○ sensor is not a separable point if it has no successor
OR if each of its successors admits a descendant

who has a back edge to an ancestor of

○ particular case: the root is a separable point
if it has more than one successor in

Step 2: if (available )

if > then

call Search-and-place

else //not available
discover a neighbor nearest by
at one hop with the increasing

The problem is to place a subset of backup
sensors, where , such that (i) the resultant network
iswithout any separable sensor or link, and (ii) every cluster is
-connected. Finding these RPs, and placing backup sensors

around the RPs, guarantee, the monitoring of every sensor
location. This is done by receiving local mode shape results
from all of the sensors. We list three occurrences of separable
points as RPs in the network (as shown in Fig. 2): (1) and
are RPs; (2) is a RP; (3) is a RP.

BSP1 (seeAlgorithm2) is given tofindall suchRPs through
a cluster to another cluster. The running time is also different
in different clusters, depending on the number of sensors
and RPs in the respective cluster. Obviously, some of the
clusters are not qualified as connected clusters, since edges are
limited in some cases. In fact, by running BSP1, some sensors
are still poorly connected or not connected at all to other
sensors. To tackle this, we use BSP2 and BSP3 algorithms. By
generating the spanning tree, BSP1 typically requires the
traversing of an entire cluster. Hence, the time complexity of

Fig. 2. Three types of RPs available in a WSN deployed on a structure
(e.g., bridge, building): (a) finding separable points as RPs, half-black
vertices are RPs, i.e., there is only one connection from to , to ,
and is a connector of multiple neighboring nodes, (b) finding
critical middle points as RPs (cross-mark), and (c) finding isolated points
(star mark).
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BSP1 is , linear in the size of the cluster in the worst-case,
where is the number of sensors in a cluster. In monitoring
both vertices and edges, the complexity of the overall
performance can be given by .

5.2.2 BSP2: Finding Critical Middle Points as RPs
Amiddle point between two sensors and of a cluster is an
RP which is with the longest and irregular transmission distance
( ) and the link between and is vulnerable (see crossmarked
in Fig. 2). In order to achieve balance in and to receive data
packets reliably and continuously, we place a backup sensor
( ) in between and . The BSP2 (see Algorithm 3) finds such
RPs in each cluster. The following two cases are considered in
BSP2:

Algorithm 3 BSP2–Find Critical Middle Points

Step 1: Find the critical middle points in of ,
includes

for each pairs of sensors and do:

check

if (available such ) then

calculate all at the middle point

Step 2: if (available ) then

if > then

call Search-and-place

else //not available
discover a neighbor nearby
at one hop with the increasing

is the longest and most irregular, i.e., the communi-
cation between and is not reliable. In some cases, even

may not be reachable. If is a CH, data packets
transmitted by to may be lost, or the receiver of
fails in the presence of physical or environmental
interference.
There may be obstacles, e.g., large metallic objects on the
structure.

We use the communication circle, which is not fully circle-
shaped, when sensor placement is on a bridge or building
structure. Suppose that both sensors and are in the
communication circle of another sensor. We denote as the
average reachable distance between sensors and .We have

. When we place a backup sensor ( ) in the
proximity of the middle point on the line (see Fig. 2),
we have . That is, sensor can easily commu-
nicate with sensor via ; the chance of data packet-loss is
reduced.We have a subset of backup sensors that can
be placed during BSP2 runtime. BSP2 takes time in
the worst case to find critical middle points in each cluster.

5.2.3 BSP3: Finding Isolated Points
When a sensor does not have a path or communication to another
sensor in any cluster, or may receive brokenmessages, the sensor is
an isolated sensor.We consider the sensor location as anRP. If

there is only one potential sensor in a cluster, it would be
automatically chosen as an isolated sensor and a CH.

Our investigation on EFI-based sensor deployment shows
that a small portion of sensors do not join the clusters, as
shown in Fig. 2 (star marked). Normally, a long distance
single-hop transmission is not reliable. This is because the
exclusion of a small number of sensors is ignored by the
cluster, which is isolated in the WSN. They may not provide
the exact mode shape of their locations. For collecting mode
shapes from all of the sensor locations, including the isolated
one, we should guarantee that all sensors are strongly con-
nected and data packet-loss is reduced. Thus, we require
placing backup sensors to support all of the isolated sensor
locations.We explain two facts forfinding isolated sensors via
BSP3 (Algorithm 4):

Algorithm 4 BSP3–Find Isolated Points

Step 1: Find isolated sensors in of
includes

A sensor checks its recorded table, whether there is any
sensor with broken messages or not in a cluster

Step 2: if a sensor discovers an isolated sensor then
issue a “connection notification message” to the
sensor by increasing its transmission range

if receives a reply from the sensor then
find close to the sensor location

if (available ) then

if > then

call Search-and-Place

Step 3: if there is no isolated sensor or
backup sensors are already placed then
STOP searching // is already connected

else go to Step 2 //there is still an isolated sensor

Step 4: Find the one among the isolated sensors,
which is the closest to an exisitng sensor

connect it with the existing sensors

Otherwise return to Step 2

A CH cannot directly communicate with an isolated
sensor because of an obstacle (or another reason). A CH
or some sensors receive some low weight messages
directly, or via some other sensors in the cluster. The
isolated sensor may communicate with the other sensors
occasionally; this connection is called sporadic.
An isolated sensor may communicate directly with the
BS. In that case, the isolated sensor runs out of energy
quickly, due to using .

Hence, we place a backup sensor through BSP3 between a
connected sensor and the isolated sensor. If a sensor fails, a
backup sensor works accordingly. BSP3mainly begins with
in a cluster. It connects any arbitrarily chosen sensors to its
nearest one, which has information stored in its memory
about an isolated sensor. The procedure continues until all
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isolated sensors are connected. The sensors in a cluster just
check theirmemory for any irregular or low-weightmessages.
Also, the sensors in the boundary may essentially have
information about an isolated sensor.

If we run BSP2 in the cluster for checking each connection,
the procedure in BSP3 (Algorithm 5) can be executed in, at
most, time. However, comparatively, it is low many
times, depending on howmany isolated sensors are near to a
sensor. If the number of sensors that have the isolated sensor
information is , the procedure in BSP3 can be executed in

. Obviously, . However, may vary
from one location to another, one structure to another (i.e.,
bridge to building, or others). in many cases, i.e.,

. means that there are no isolated sensors
found around a cluster. A total of sensors can be placed
during BSP3 runtimes.

Algorithm 5 Search-and-Place

1: Remaining locations after placement of each
sensor placement at a , initially,

2: while > do:

3: rank the locations of based on EFI values

4: find locations from with larger EFI values

5: for do:

6:

7: return //the number of locations found

8: if then //available sensors

9: if then //available locations

10: for each location at do:

11: place a backup sensor at each

12: else //not available locations

13: place a backup sensor at

14: //existing sensor location, which is a

5.2.4 Placing Backup Sensors at the RPs
In this subsection, we provide Algorithm 5, called Search-and-
Place. This is executed by BSP1, BSP2, and BSP3 algorithms
after having found RPs, and placing backup sensors at or
around theRPs.Wehave feasible locations, anda set
of given backup sensors (line 1). The locations of the sensors
can be the same or around the location coordinate (RP( )) of
RPs. The Search-and-Place checkswhether there is an available
sensor location from according to the EFI values. After
the deployment of each backup sensor, the algorithm sorts the
rest of the locations of (line 3). This is because, when a
sensor is placed at a location, the location may not have a
larger EFI value.

We need an optimal (or near optimal) location around an
RP.However, theremay be several sensor locations around an
RP. In that case,we prefer the locationwhich is along the RP. If
there are several locations available alongwith an RP, then the
location with the larger EFI value is a better choice (line 5).

Then, the output (line 7) can be the locations near the RP.
denotes the number of locations found near the RP. can be
zero to many, which means that there is a chance of having
more than one location, or no locations available. If there is a
backup sensor available, but no location near an RP, the
algorithm places a backup sensor at the same sensor location
(which is an RP) (line 13). This is because this algorithm is
called by all BSP1, BSP2, and BSP3 algorithms whenever a
backupsensorneeds tobeplacedat a specified location.Hence,
the computation time for this algorithm is equivalent to at least

, where is the number of feasible locations.

6 ENERGY-EFFICIENT ONLINE SHM
In this section, we select another fundamental problem in
SHM—detecting structural damage, and try to tailor it from a
WSN point of view. As described in Section 3, according to
civil engineering, mode shapes are global parameter, com-
puted at the BS based on rawdata collection in existingwired,
and even some wireless, sensor-based systems. Since detect-
ing damage via mode shape analysis requires high-rate data
collection, each node produces too much data for its own and
other radios [19]. Given the constraints inWSNs, it is particu-
larly difficult to get a possible damage detected by the BS.We
present an energy-efficient online damage indication algo-
rithm, called Damage-Indicator, to optimize WSN resources
and make the WSN easier to apply for SHM.

6.1 Damage-Indicator Algorithm
We attempt to implement mode shape computation on each
sensor in a decentralized manner (see Algorithm 6). As
described in section 3.1, it is seen that a global mode has
an element corresponding to each sensor node. This implies
that we can also analyze a local mode at each sensor that is
illustrated in Algorithm 6. Advanced sensor platforms, such
as Imote2, which we use in this work, easily compute it; we
can even scale down the Imote2’s computing power [33] to
compute each mode shape. A salient feature of the algorithm
is the partitioning of a global mode shape between the CHs
and the BS, and further partitioning between a CH and each
wireless sensor. Each sensor extracts the peak frequencies
from the acquired set of captured frequencies. We make the
case for our network model in which each sensor stores data
locally, i.e., all sets of frequencies are stored inan externalflash
or in the local memory. We utilize a database query interface
to the specific portion of data, if needed. Imote2 has 32MB
localmemory.All of the acquired frequencies remain stored in
thememoryuntil a confirmation is sent, from theBS through a
CH, that there is no query request (e.g., no damage). This
significantly reduces the communication load, and hence,
energy consumption in exchange for moderate computation
costs on each sensor.

In Algorithm 6, there are two levels: one runs at the node
and another one runs at the CH.At the node level, each sensor
node runs five steps.

1) Each sensor takesmeasurements and identifies the initial
set of frequencies ( ), which are achieved
by converting measured accelerations to the frequency
domain using a fast Fourier transform (FFT) [6], [8].

2) Arrange a consistent set of frequencies, which are first
temporarily stored in the buffer.
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3) The maximum number of largest peaks are specified as
, which can be identified by scanning (see the Peak-

Picking method in Appendix C) [34]. Through this, the
amount of given sampling data points (e.g., 2048 bytes),
are transformed into floats, which reduces to floats
in Step 3. If less than peaks are found, zeros will be
returned in place of the missing peaks.

4) The mode is assembled by finding the closely related
modes and saving it as into the buffer.

5) In the case of -th sensor , is computed by repeating
Steps 2 to 4, and buffering on the local memory. Then,
the node transmits it to the CH. Here, reduces to
floats, i.e., each final local mode shape is up to a maxi-
mum of 20 bytes.

Algorithm 6 Online SHM Algorithm (Damage-Indicator)

Input: Given a WSN deployed on a structure and reference
mode shapes;

Output: Damage indication (if any);

At the node level:

for each individual sensor node do:
(Upon the data measurement, )

Step 1. Conduct FFT analysis on the measured data;
// integer

Step 2. Identify frequency response set, ; // float
// : # of samples, : # of identified frequencies

Step 3. Scan for ’Peak Picking’,
// float

Step 4. Assemble mode shape, // float

Step 5. Identify mode shape,
and buffer it; // float, > >
Transmit it to the CH;

end

At the CH level:

for each CH do: // any cluster of the WSN
(Upon the reception of all mode shapes from all of the

sensors in the respective cluster
)

Estimate the mode shapes in the cluster,
;

Get the reference mode shape for the cluster;

ComputeDamageIndication{ //if there is a significant
change

if Sensor .indication = true {
Compare .indication with .indication

in the cluster;
Transmit the indication toward the BS;}

else transmit ’s working status;} // e.g., normal,
faulty

end

At the CH level, upon reception of all of the mode shapes
from the sensors , a CH assembles all of the mode shapes
andfinds significant changes in eachmode shape sent by each
sensor. We assume that each CH is aware of a reference mode
shape (e.g., of four sensor loca-
tions, see Definition 3) of a cluster. Through a simple compar-
ison between the identified and reference mode shapes, the
CH provides an indication about damage.

If there is an indication of a possible damage, a CH
transmits the indication to the BS; otherwise, it just maintains
connectivity with the BS and the sensors. The BS receives
indications from all of the CHs and is able to know the health
of the whole structure. After analyzing, if the BS determines
that there is possibly damage, the BS can query the corre-
sponding cluster or the sensors for detailed mode shapes,
even for all sets of frequencies. In thisway, if there is no damage
indication (because we think that damage is a kind of event that
rarely occurs in a structure), the amount of data is reduced
before transmission. We utilize such a query-interface-based
system suggested in [35].

6.2 Performance Analysis
Through theDamage-Indicator algorithm, we control the com-
munication burden in the WSN. The control of the amount of
wireless transmission and the amount of bandwidth needed
for the transmission in FTSHM, SPEM, and C-SHM can be seen
in Fig. 3. Fig. 3 analyzes the results of 10 sensors that are
deployed on a real structure. In FTSHM, the sensors are placed
on different locations of the structure. The experiment is
performed over a 7-hour period. Each node is with a 3-axes
accelerometer, sampling at 560Hzwith a 140 cutoff frequency
(see Section 8 for more details).

SPEM finds 11 sensor locations and places 16 sensors, and
collects acceleration data at 560 Hz for 24 hours. Each sensor
transmits their raw FFT data to the BS directly for modal
analysis. 4,096 data points are transmitted from each sensor,
resulting in a total of 81,920 bytes being transmitted (each
point is a 2 byte number). If the BS communicates to each
sensor for raw FFT using SPT (shortest path tree routing in
SPEM), an additional 3,200 bytes are transmitted, bringing the
total number of bytes to 85,440.

In C-SHM, FFT-based modal analysis is performed at the
CH and all of the mode shapes in a cluster are transmitted to
the BS. It performs much better than SPEM. The same final
results of SPEM can be obtained by transmitting a total of
8,582 bytes of data, i.e., about 10 times reduction. This broad-
casting can be reduced to require only 640 bytes of transmis-
sion in FTSHM. This is in the case, when every sensor makes a
decision and produces a mode shape through Algorithm 6,

Fig. 3. Summary of wireless data transmission analyzed by the results in
different WSN-based SHM approaches in the 10-sensors case.
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and transmits to theCHs.Note that there are two clusterswith
four and six sensors, respectively. The CHs transmit an
indication of damage with a final mode shape of the cluster.
However, the amount of data transmission can be increased
when there is a damage indication or fault in the cluster. This
is because the BS may request a query for the transmission of
all data sets to the cluster or the sensors which indicated the
damage. Bearing in mind the damage as a rare event in the
structure, the reduction of such data transmission in aWSN is
a significant result.

7 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

7.1 Method and System Parameters
We conduct simulations using real data sets to demonstrate
the effectiveness of FTSHM. Both the primary and backup
sensors’ deployment algorithms are performed through a
high-rise building structure model, based on the GNTVT
[10]. The data sets are collected from theGNTVT SHMsystem
and are injected into the system by the sensor data acquisition
module.

EFI-based sensor placement in SPEM [11] provides amod-
ule as an open package (both MATLAB toolbox and C++
version). In our simulation, all geometric and material prop-
erties are accurately adopted without any changes, but we
improve the sensor placement module by adding a BSP
algorithm and fault tolerance sub-modules. SPEM restricts
the module to locations, while we relax this restriction and
just use the EFI method for the primary sensors.

The tunable parameters in FTSHM are as follows. (i) We
consider in all three approaches for suitability. In
FTSHM, and ,while and in
both SPEM and RELAY. (ii) can be 2 to 5, or more; we
consider in simulations. (iii) We set and

for communication (modeled in Section 4.1).
(iv) The communication cost is normalized to 100 (see (4)).
(v) TheWSN lifetime ( ) is normalized to 1 for all approaches
(modeled in Section 4.3). Low energy consumption of sensors
is achieved via a work/sleep mode along with a low duty
cycle of 2%. This is usually feasible for a WSN, since many
SHMapplicationsonly require the collectionof 5 to10minutes
of data aday to reducepower consumption. Theduty cycle for
a CH’s radio is set to a higher amount (3%) for additional
communication, if needed.

Besides the performance comparison of data transmission
in Fig. 3, the performance of FTSHM in more aspects (e.g.,

location quality, lifetime, communication cost, mode shape
identification, and clustering) is compared. We implement
another three approaches. SPEM [11] and RELAY [29] are
described in Section 2. Another solution to Traffic-Aware
Relay Deployment (TARD for short) is suggested with an
objective to maximize lifetime for a data collection WSN. It
shows that the general form of the deployment problem is
difficult. The only existing connectivity-guaranteed solutions
cannot be directly applied in some applications like SHM. It
then develops algorithms for discrete relay node assignment,
together with local adjustments that yield high-quality sensor
deployment.

Fault Injection. We inject faults into the WSN to investi-
gate towhat extent prolongs, andwhat communication cost
(for recovery from sensor faults and data packet-loss) is
required. denotes the fault injection in a random manner,
estimated by the percentage of the number of faulty sensors to the
total number of sensors given. However, if one wishes, can
also be given by switching off, sensor debonding fault, mini-
mizing energy, etc. After a fault occurs, the k-Connectivity-
Recovery algorithm runs on the remaining sensors for
recovering from the situations and establishing the minimal
connectivity to the required -connectivity.

7.2 Results
We first analyze the sensor placement performance of differ-
ent approaches in Figs. 4(a) to 4(c). We summarize the results
of all of the sensors in different cases. We observe that the
placement quality decreases as the number of sensors in-
creases. In FTSHM, in the case of backup sensors, the placement
quality is slightly affected, compared to the baseline engineer-
ing EFI method. But in 60-sensor, 84-sensor, 96-sensor, and
108-sensor cases, FTSHM performs better than SPEM.

Another two approaches, REALY and TARD, show low
location quality. Their poor performance proves that deploy-
ment should satisfy application demand fromSHM, although
they both require a minimum number of iterations. It is also
evident that, as a locationwithminimumquality deleted from
the candidate set, the individual location quality associated
with the remaining locations may vary accordingly. In Fig. 4
(b) and 4(c), we see that the 50th sensor location reaches the
maximumEFI value at the 81th iteration in FTSHM, while it is at
the 72th iteration in SPEM. The EFI value decreases with the
number of iterations.

Second, we study vs. in the WSN. The simulation
results are shown from Fig. 5(a) to Fig. 5(c), with different

Fig. 4. Performance on the location quality: (a) variant EFI values vs. the number of sensors; (b) maximum EFI values obtained by the 50th sensor;
(c) maximum EFI values obtained by the 100th sensor.
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settings. We obtain that FTSHM shows better (roughly 35% to
65%) performance than both SPEM and RELAY. When the
number of sensors increases, increases in FTSHM, while it is
stable, even with a slight decrease in both SPEM and RELAY.
Looking into the details, placing additional sensors anywhere
doesnot give thedesired results for SHM, andalso affects data
traffic and congestion in theWSN.As a result, data trafficmay
not be evenly distributed by simply placing more sensors. In
both SPEM and RELAY, . In FTSHM,
are placed at the optimal location with high EFI values, while

are placed at the optimal (or near optimal) locations
by detecting the RPs so that is minimized. is used
inside a cluster. These are some reasons that in FTSHM

increases in all cases, including in the presence of sensor fault
in Fig. 5(c); . The impact is that when sensor faults
occur, the remaining sensors reestablish -connectivity.

Another reason is that the mode shape computation and
decision making are centralized in both SPEM and RELAY.
We restrict unnecessary transmission if there is no damage

indication. It is seen that RELAY performs better on the WSN
lifetime than SPEM. Recall that RELAY shows the worst
performance on sensor placement.

Under the same set of simulations, Fig. 6(a) shows that the
remaining sensors suffer from 50% sensor faults to reestablish
-connectivity. The number of sensors reduces in each cluster.

Both SPEM and RELAY show significant points of failure,
namely, 4th, 7th, 11th, and 13th clusters’ failure, i.e., the
network partition appears. It implies that the data about the
health status of the structure, e.g., mode shape, cannot be
collected from those failed sensor locations.

FTSHM is still robust under such a sensor fault rate. We can
see that two sensors remain working in the fourth cluster; we
still can expect to achievemode shape results for the locations.
Fig. 6(b) plots the communication cost when is up to 50%.
Each of the plotted values are normalized first by . Both
SPEMandRELAY frequentlymaintain the connectivity in the
clusters to recover from faulty sensors. The communication
cost of SPEM is much higher than RELAY.

8 PROOF-OF-CONCEPT EXPERIMENTS

As a proof-of-concept experiment, we have conducted a field
experiment on the Lee Shao Kee (LSK) building located at the
Hong Kong PolyU campus (see Fig. 7). The objective of
this deployment is to validate the feasibility of placement
performance, fault tolerance, and decentralized data proces-
sing in SHM.

Fig. 5. WSNperformanceachieved in simulations: (a) vs. under normal conditions; (b) vs. undermeasurement, computation, and transmission;
(c) vs. different network dimensions under and .

Fig. 6. WSN performance under sensor faults and fault-tolerance: (a) the
number of remaining sensors in each cluster; (b) communication cost
when .

Fig. 7. Sensor deployment on LSKbuilding: (a) an example of FEMmodel
where 16 primary and 6 backup mote (black nodes) are placed; (b) BS
mote location; (c) the placement of a sensor.
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The structure is instrumented by deploying motes, called
SHMmote, integrated by off-the-self Intel Imote2 sensors [33].
TinyOS 2.1 [36] runs on the Imote2. According to our pro-
posed algorithms, on the first day of deployment, we select 22
locations for 22 motes that seem to capture the overall vibra-
tion frequency and mode shape without any sensor fault.
There are at least 220 locations ( ) on the structure com-
puted by the FEM model of the structure [5], [8].

On the 2ndday,wefirst place 16motes ( ), according to
the EFI method. We find location coordinates of 6 RPs in the
WSN, and find appropriate locations out of the remaining
locations (204 locations) for the 6 backup sensors ( ). We
inject faults into 2 sensors placed on the 5thfloor and 7thfloor,
remove one sensor from the 11th floor, and inject sensor
debonding fault into a sensor on the 13th floor.

8.1 Experimental Results
We only analyze the results of the mode shape identification
and network lifetime under the sensor fault condition. Fig. 8
demonstrates mode shapes and reveals some severe changes.
These changes are not actually affected by damage, but by the
sensor faults in the WSN of SPEM—where there are no
backup sensors available at the locations of the failed sensors,
and no recovery solutions from the situations. This indicates
that in the case of the WSN, the engineering deployment
methods bring more chances to WSNs to be prone to faults,
where communication distance varies greatly. In contrast,
RELAYhas better performance than that of SPEMat the faulty
sensor locations, but worse performance at some other loca-
tions. This is due to random deployment. We note that the
distortedmode shapes in both SPEMand RELAYmay lead to
an indication/alert for damage detection (i.e., false-negative
detection). A closer look reveals that the identified mode
shape is slightly distorted ( < ) in FTSHM. This does not
have much of an impact in SHM. The distortion is more than
35% in both SPEMandRELAY. The results show that FTSHM is
able to overcome the situations.

Fig. 9 illustrates under sensor faults. It is seen that
decreases (around 4% in SPEM, and around 6% in RELAY)
after each sensor fault or failure. It specifies that prolongs in
FTSHM, compared to SPEM and RELAY. When a sensor
fails, which is an intermediate sensor on the shortest path
in SPEM, the number of packet retransmissions largely
increases.

A detailed description of the system implementation, and
more performance results, can be found in Appendix D of the
supplemental material.

9 CONCLUSION

In this paper, our intention was to demonstrate a newway of
incorporating the requirements of bothWSNandSHM,and to
make use of traditional engineering methods in theWSN.We
found that it is worthwhile to place a small number of backup
sensors around the repair points in the WSN to have a better
performance. We believe that such an idea (of the backup
sensor placement) can also be used in generic WSN applica-
tions. Besides, we proposed an SHM algorithm exploiting
sensor-decentralized computing in the resource-constrained
WSN. Through extensive simulations and a real implementa-
tion using integrated Imote2 sensors, we validated the
effectiveness of our approach. The validation shows that
structural healthmonitoring usingWSNs can bemeaningless,
if the requirements of WSNs (e.g., fault tolerance, energy-
efficiency) are not seriously considered.

This work leaves at least two open issues in the multi-
domain research area. One issue is to develop algorithms for
SHMapplication-specific sensor fault detection and recovery.
Another issue is to develop a SHM-specific scheduling tech-
nique for the backup sensors that will wake up one or more
backup sensors in the areas of interest (e.g., damaged area) in
the case of a sensor fault/failure. This may help to meet both
coverage and connectivity requirements in a WSN-based
SHM system.
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